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Composition groups has been a topic of interest in the past decades.

Most studies have been on spaces of analytic functions of the unit disk.

For instance; Matache studied bouncledness and compactness of compo-

sition operators; Berkson and Porta delve on the structure of semigroups

of functions and their basic properties, on Hardy and Bergman spaces

of the disk. For the Dirichlet space of the unit disk, Siskakis proved

strong continuity of sernigroups and compactness of the resolvent opera-

tor. Bonyo undertook spectral analysis of certain groups of isometries on

Hardy and Bergman spaces of the upper half plane. Little has been done

OIl the Dirichlet space of the upper-half plane and this formed the basis

of our study. In this thesis, we determined the composition groups ill-

duced by the scaling, translation and rotation groups; investigated. both

the semigroup as well as the spectral properties of each group on the

Dirichlet space of the upper-half plane. To determine the composition

groups, known definitions of weighted composition operators as well as the

semigroup theory of linear operators on Banach spaces were used. To in-

vestigate the semigroup properties, the infinitesimal generators and their

domains, the strong continuity property for each group were determined.

For the rotation group, we applied the theory of similar semigroups to

carry out a complete spectral analysis ofthe composition group as well as

the resulting resolvents which were obtained as integral operators. The

results of this study add reasonably to the existing literature and are use-

ful in advancement of research in this area and ill optimal control theory

where integral equations and integral operators are usually applied.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the study

Composition operators have been studied on a number of contexts, pri-

marily on spaces of functions of the unit disk of the complex plane. It

has long been understood that all such operators are bounded on the

Hardy spaces of the unit disk as well as on a large class of other spaces

of functions. Despite all these, there have been complications especially

when dealing with composition operators on the half-plane due to the fact

that it contains unbounded composition operators. III fact, Matache [17]

proved that a composition operator is bounded on the Hardy space of the

half- plane if and only if the inducing map fixes the point at infinity and

if it has a finite angular derivative there. Later, Stagenga [27], sharpened

the result and showed that in cases of bounded composition operators; the

norm, the essential norm and spectral radius of the operator are equal to

the root of the derivative, thus sharpening the result on non-compactness

of composition operators done by Matache [17]. The foregoing being the

case, Berkson and Porta [6] went a notch higher and delve ona new
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CHAPTER 1. / INTRODUCTION

development called the semigroups of composition operators or simply

composition groups. In their first study: they determined the structure of

semigroups of functions and their basic properties in Hardy spaces. Mo-

tivated by his works with Porta on semigroups, Berkson [5] went ahead

to prove that each composition operator induced by a inner function is

isolated, in the operator-norm topology: from every other composition

operator. Thereafter, Siskakis [23] extended the study of semigroups of

composition operators on the unit disk lIJ)to Bergman spaces. Strong con-

tinuity of semigroups and identification of the infinitesimal generator was

proved. Besides, Siskakis was able to show compact.ness and conditions for

compactness of the resolvent operator [24]. Recently: a lot of research has

been carried out on semigroups of composition operators with Siskakis

[23] giving an extensive analysis of semigroups in Hardy and Bergman

spaces. Arevalo and Oliva [1] went further to diagnose the strong conti-

nuityof semigroups of weighted composition operators in several analytic

spaces. In view of all these, quite a magnitude and significant work has

been done on composition operators on the Hardy and Bergman spaces

of the uuit disk lIJ)but little 011 composition operators OIl the Dirichlet

space. This is the focus of this study. Before giving the statement of the

problem, we give the following preliminaries:

1.1.1 Unit disk and Upper half plane

Let <C be the complex plane. The set lIJ):= {z E <C: [z] < I} is called the

open unit disk. Let dA denote the area measure on lIJ),normalized so that

the area of jIJ) is 1. In terms of rectangular and polar co-ordinates, we have
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dA = ldxdy = T..drd& where z = x + iy = reiB E IDl. For 0: E lR 0: > -l.
1T tt ' ,

we define a weighted measure dm, on IDl by drn'Q(z) = (1 -:- IzI2)QdA(z).~.
Moreover, if 0: = 0, then dmo(z) = dA(z). Thus, we consider dm., as a

weighted measure and a generalization of dA.

On the other hand, the set 1!J := {w E <C : Im(w) > O} denotes the

upper half of the complex plane <C,where Im(w) is the imaginary part

of a complex number w. For 0: > -1, we define a weighted measure

on 1!J by dJ1o:(w) = (Im(w))QdA(w), for each w E 1!J. Again, it can

easily be seen that ex = 0 coincides with the unweighted measure. The

function 1jJ( z) = i(~~:) is referred to as the Cayley transform and maps

the unit disk IDl conformally onto the upper half-plane 1lJ with the inverse

"lj;-l(W)= :~~~mapping 1!J onto IDl. See [12, 19, 30] for details.

1.1.2 Analytic functions

A function f (z) is analytic if and only if it is holomorphic ( that is, it is

complex differentiable within a neighborhood of all points in the domain

of J). An analytic self-map is an analytic mapping f 1!J -+ 1!J, i.e, a

self-map on 1!J is a mapping from 1!J onto itself.

Two (finite) sets are isomorphic if they have the same number of elements

or two sets are isomorphic if you can write down a function that assigns

each element of one set to another unique element of the other set, such

that no elements of either set are missed by the function. More generally,

an isomorphism is a map that preserves sets and relation among elements.

An automorphism is an isomorphism from a mathematical object to itself.

It is in some sense a symmetry of the object and a way of mapping the
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object to itself while preserving all its structure. The set of all automor-

phisms forms a group under composition of morphism called automor-

phism group and denoted by Aut(lU) . A linear fractional transformation

is a function of the form;

J(z) = az + b
cz +d

where a, b, e, d « R If ad - be =I- 0, then J is called a Mobius transforma-

tion. On the other hand, a homomorphism is a map between two groups

which preserves the group structure, e.g let G1 and G2 be two groups

and J a map from G1 to G2 (for every 9 E G1, J(g) E G2). Then J is a

homomorphism if for every .91,92 E G1 we have J(.91.92) = J(.91)J(.92).

Let D c C be open and the function ¢ : D -r C be holomorphie and

one-to-one. Let D' := Im(¢) E C (hence D' is also open in C}. If

¢-1 : D' -r D is holomorphic then ¢ is said to be biholomorphie.

III general if 01 and O2 are open subsets of C, then a holomorpliic map

J : 01 -r O2 that is one-to-one and onto is called a biholomorphism from

01 to O2, A biholomorphism from 01 to S1zis called an automorphism of

01, The set of all auiomorphistns of 01 is denoted by Aut(01)'

1.1.3 Banach spaces of Analytic functions

Hardy spaces

For an open subset 0 of C, let 1£(0) denotes the space of analytic func-

tions on O.

For 1 ::; p < 00: the Hardy spaces of the upper half-plane HP(IU) are

4
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defined as;

W(IJ) .~ {f E H(IJ) • IlfIIH'(U} ~ ~~~ ([: If(x + iY)I'd~; < oo} ,
and for p = 00, HOO(1I.J) is the space of bounded analytic functions on 1I.J

with supremum norm. If f E HP(1I.J), then f satisfies the growth condition;

11·( ) I < Cpllfllp E 1I.J C· , t t - 1Z _ (/rn(z))"Y' Z , P IS a cons an , 'Y- p.

The Hardy spaces of the unit disk are defined by;

HP(-) is a Banach space with respect to the norm II . IIHPO. Infact H2(-)

is a Hilbert space. We refer to [5, 7, 12] for details.

Bergman spaces

For 1 ::;:p < 00, a > -1, the weighted Bergman spaces of the unit disk

]]},~(]]), maJ, are defined by;

while the weighted Bergman space L~(1I.J, J..LQ) of the upper half plane is

given as;

L~(IJ, 1'.) •~ {f E H(IJ) • IIfIlL:(U,,,.} ~ (fv If( w) I' dl'.(w) ); < 00 } ,

5
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where df.Lo:is the weighted measure oulU defined by df.Lo:(w) = (Im(w))O:dm(w),

wE lU. If f E L~(lU, f.La,),then f satisfies the growth conditiflp;

11·( )1 < Cpllfllp - (\+2 E lU C . t tz _ (lm(w»)"Y' "f - p' w 'P 1S a cons an .

Take note that L~(-) for 1 :s: p < 00 is a Banach space with respect to the

norm II·IIL~(-) and that L~(-) is a Hilbert space. See [5, 19,30] for details.

Dirichlet spaces

For c.t ;:::: 0, the weighted Dirichlet space of the unit disk, 'Do:(ID») consists

of those analytic functions f on ]j)), f E H(]j))), such that

with the norm given as:

1

IlfIIVo:(lIJl)= (If(OW + j~If'(zWdmo:(z)) 2 < 00.

The corresponding weighted Dirichlet space of the upper half-plane lU,

'Do:(lU), consists of those analytic functions f on U, f E ll(lU), such that

with the norm given as:

J

Ilfllvo:(lU) = (If(i)f +11 f'(wWdf.Lo:(w) ) 2 < 00.

6
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The pair (1)0(-)' II . IIDaO) or simply 1)0(-) is a Banach space with respect

to the norm II . liD". Moreover, 1)0(-) is a Hilbert space, where the inner
'-.

product is defined on IT» by

(I, g) = (1(0), g(O)) +i J'(Z)g'(Z)dmO(z).

and on the upper half plane as

(I, g) = (I(i), g(i)) +1J'(w)gl(w)dl-1o.(w).

For f E 1)a(IT»): then f satisfies the growth condition:

Very little is known about the Duirichlet space of the upper half plane

1)a(lIJ) as opposed to the one OIl the unit disk 1)0 (Jl}). For instance. the

growth condition for 1)o(lIJ) is not well captured in literature. We refer

to [9, 13, 15, 18, 25] for a comprehensive theory of Dirichlet spaces of the

unit disk.

1.1.4 Spectra of linear operators

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. The space £(X, Y) = {T : X -+ Y

such that T is linear and continuous} endowed with the operator norm

IITII = sUPlla:II:SlIITxll, turns out to be a Banach space. We shall write

£(X) instead of £(X, X).

A linear operator- T : X -+ Y is a linear map T defined on a linear sub-

7
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space dom(T), that is, T : dom(T) ~ X -7 Y.

T is said to be a closed operator if its graph 9(T) = K:z:, Tx) : x E.
dom(T)} is closed in X x Y, that is, for xn, x E X, Y E Y such that

Xn -7 x in X and TXn -7 Y in Y, then we have that Tx = y. We refer to

[11, 22] for details.

An operator T : X -7 Y is continuous at X E dom(T) if (xn)n C dom(T)

and Xn -7 x in X. This implies that TXn -7 Tx in Y. The operator T is

said to be continuous if it is continuous over its domain dom(T). Strong

continuity implies continuity but continuity does not necessarily imply

strong continuity. See [11, 22] for details.

Theorem 1.1.1 (Closed graph theorem)

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then every closed, linear mapping T :

X -7 Y is continuous.

Let T be a closed operator on X. The resolvent set of T, p(T) is given by

p(T) = {A E C : AI - T is invertible} and its spectrum a(T) = C \ p(T).

Therefore, a(T) U p(T) = C. The spectral radius of T is defined by

r(T) = sup{ 1/\1 : ,\ E J(T)} with the relation r(T) :::; IITII. The point

spectrum, CIp(T) = {A E C : Tx = AX for some 0 =f. x E dom(T)}.

For A E p(T), the operator R(A, T) := (AI - T)-l is, by closed graph

theorem, a bounded operator on X and is called the resolvent of T at the

point A or simply resolvent operator.

8
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1.1.5 Semigroup theory of linear operators

Let X be a Banach space. A one-parameter family (Ttk~o c £(X) is

a semigroup of bounded linear operators on X if it satisfies the following

two properties;

(i) To = I, the identity operator on X, and

(ii) Tt+s = Tt 0 T, for every t, s 2:: 0, (Semigroup property).

A seinigroup (Tt)t>o of bounded linear operators on X is strongly contin-

uous if limHO+ (Tt)x = x or limHO+ IITt.T - xii = 0 for all x EX.

The infinitesimal generator I' of a strongly continuous semigroup (Tt)t2:o

is defined by

Ttx - x f) II'z = lim = j=l (Ttx) for each x E dom(r)
t->O+ t ot t=O

, where the domain of I', dom(f) is given by

{
Ttx - x }darn (f) = x EX: lirn v-' exists.

t->O+ t

See [12, 19J for details.

1.1.6 Similar semigroups

If X and Yare arbitrary Banach spaces and U E £(X, Y) is an invertible

operator, then clearly (At)tEIR C £(X) is a strongly continuous group if

and only if B, .= UAtU-1, t E R is a strongly continuous group in £(Y).

In this case, if (At)tEIR has a generator I', then (Bt)tEIR has generator

9
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t::. = uru-1 with domain

~.
dom(!:::') = Udom(r) := {Ux E Y : X E dom(r)}.

Moreover,

and

Cl(!:::', Y) = Cl(r, X).

Therefore, if A is in the resolvent set p(r,X) := C\Cl(r,X), we have that

R(A,!:::') = U R(A, r)U-1. For more details we refer to [4] and [7].

1.1.7 Composition groups

For t E JR, consider analytic self-maps <P~ : llJ -+ llJ. The groups of

composition operators induced by (<ptk~o on 1{(llJ)are defined by

C<pJ = f 0 <Pt for all f E H(llJ).

The corresponding groups of weighted composition operators Tt = S'fJt

associated with <Pt will be defined on H(llJ) as

where I is an appropriately chosen weight and f E H(llJ). We refer to

[26] for comprehensive study on composition groups.

10
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1.2 Statement of the problem
'-0

Groups of composition operators on the spaces of analytic functions have

been studied in detail majorly on Hardy and Bergman spaces and on the

Dirichlet spaces of the unit disk llJ).However, the corresponding study on

the Dirichlet spaces of the upper half-plane 1[J has not been done and

this formed the basis of our study. In this thesis therefore, we have

determined the groups of weighted composition operators induced by the

automorphism groups of the upper half plane, and investigated both the

semigroup and spectral properties of the obtained composition groups on

the Dirichlet space of the upper half plane.

1.3 Objective of the study

The main objective of this study was to determine the groups of compo-

sition operators and investigate their properties on the Dirichlet space of

the upper half-plane.

The specific objectives of the study were:

1. To determine the groups of composition operators induced by the

scaling, translation and the rotation groups of automorphisms of

the upper half plane.

2. To investigate the semigroup properties of each of the groups of

composition operators determined above.

3. To investigate the spectral properties of each of the groups of com-

position operators determined above.

11
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1.4 Significance of the study

The study of composition operators have been extensively carried out

specifically on the spaces of analytic functions of the unit disk j[)) but lit-

tle as far as the upper-half plane U is concerned. The determination of

composition operators corresponding to each automorphism group of the

upper half plane together with the investigation of their sernigroup as well

as their spectral properties will add reasonably to the available literature

and therefore will be useful to pure mathematicians in the advancement

of research in this area. Besides, the results may also be useful to ap-

plied mathematicians especially in optimal control theory where integral

equations and integral operators are widely applied.

1.5 Research methodology

To determine the groups of composition operators corresponding to scal-

ing, translation or rotation groups, we used the definition of the weighted

composition operator on the Dirichlet space as well as the approaches

employed in related works by mathematicians such as Siskakis, Benyo,

Ballamoole, T. Miller and V. Miller. As far as the investigation of the

properties of the composition operators for the scaling and translation

group is concerned, we first obtained the infinitesimal generators of each

of composition operator group together with their domains; then estab-

lished the strong continuity property of each on the Dirichlet space of the

upper- half plane U. All these were based on the known definitions. For

the rotation group, we carried out a complete spectral analysis using the

12
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theory of similar semigroups of composition operators 011 the Dirichlet

spaces and those on the Bergman spaces which had been .earlier consid-~.
ered.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The study of' composition operators on the Dirichet space of' the disk was

started in ernest by Siskakis [25] where he studied the semigroups of com-

position operators on the Dirichlet space with the identification of' the

infinitesimal generator. In the paper, it was proved that such semigroups

are strongly continuous. Subsequently, Ross [21] in his survey paper pre-

sented a selection of results concerning the class of analytic functions f
on the open unit disk II} which have finite Dirichlet integral. In particu-

lar, the paper covered the basic structure of these functions - their basic

boundary values, and their zeros along with important operators that act

on this space of functions.

As the study of Dirichlet spaces gained momentum, Martin and Vukotic

in [15], obtained the new upper bounds of the norms of the univalent

induced composition operator acting on the Dirichlet space and were able

to compute explicitly the norms for univalent symbols whose range is the

disk minus a set of measure zero. They were able to show that the spec-

tral radius of induced composition operators on Dirichlet space is equal

to one.

14
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Consequently, Charcon, Gerardo and Gimerez in [9] having been im-

pressed by Maria and Vukotic work in [15] went further .to investigate
~

the question as to when a bounded analytic functioncp on the unit disk

JD>, fixing 0, is such that the family tpn : n = 0,1,2, ... is orthogonal in the

Dirichlet space V. They also considered the problem of characterizing

the self-maps ip on lD> in terms of the norm of the induced composition

operator C<p : H(lD» -+ H(lD». Besides, Pau and Perez in [18] went further

to study composition operators acting on weighted Dirichlet spaces and

obtained estimates for the essential norm, described the membership in

schatten- von Neumann ideals and characterized the composition opera-

tors. Duistemaat and Young [10] in their survey paper delved into the

properties of Toeplitz operators acting on Dirichlet spaces. More specif-

ically, they chara.cterised two harmonic symbols of commuting Toeplitz

operators. In addition to this paper, Richeter and Sundberg [20] provided

a complete characterisation of strongly continuous semigroups on Hardy

and Dirichlet spaces with a prescribed generator of the form rf = Gl'
where it was proved that such semigroups are semigroups of composi-

tion operators and gives simple sufficient and necessary conditions on G.

Moreover, Stylogiannis [28] in his recent works studied strong continuity

of semigroups of composition operators on local Dirichlet space.

Recently, Bonyo et al [4] went ahead to classify all the one-parameter

groups of automorphisms of 1[J into three distinct classes namely; scaling,

translation and rotation groups according to the location of their fixed

points. Besides, Bonyo in [7], obtained the resolvents of the generators

of strongly continuous groups of isometries on the Hardy and Bergman

spaces which were obtained as weighted composition operators associated

15
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with specific groups of automorphisms of the upper-half plane.

From the foregoing, detailed emphasis have been given on composition~.
operators on Dirichlet spaces especially on the unit disk JD). However, the

corresponding study on the Dirichlet spaces of the upper half-plane U is

much less complete and this will be the focus of our study. Specifically, we

are going to determine the composition groups corresponding to the seal-

ing group, translation group and rotation group and further investigate

both the semigroup as well as the spectral properties of each composition

operator. The following results will be used in this study:

Theorem 2.0.1 (Hille- Yosida theorem)

Let X be a Banach space. A linear operator r is the infinitesimal gener-

ator of a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions (Ttk~o <;;;: £(X)

if and only if;

1. r is closed and dom(T) = X

2. The resolvent set p(r) of r contains jR+ and for every ,\ ~ 0

IIR('\, r)11 :s; *
In this case, if hEX, then

is norm convergent.

We refer to [11, 12, 19, 22] for details.
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Theorem 2.0.2 (Spectral mapping theorem for resolvents)

Let (Tt)t~o be a closed operator on X and A E p(f). Then;~.
CT(R(A, f)) \ {a} (A - CT(f))-l

{A ~ ~ : ~ E CT(f) } .

For details see [12, 19, 22].

Theorem 2.0.3 (Spectral mapping theorem for semigroups)

Let (Tt)t>o be a strongly continuous semigroup on Banach space X and

I' be its infinitesimal generator. Then

For the point spectrum,

See [12, 19] for details.

Theorem 2.0.4 (Fatou's lemma)

Let (X, A,~) be a measure space and suppose In : X -----+ [0,00) is mea-

surable for all n EN, then;

r lim iuf Ind~ :::;lim inf r j~,d~Jx . Jx

We refer t.o [12, 19] for det.ails.

Theorem 2.0.5 (Compact resolvent)

Let X be a Banach space and T be a closed operator on X. If T has a

17
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compact resolvent, then

See [12, Corollary V.1.15].

/

O"(T) = O"p(T).

LITERATURE REVIEW

~.
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Chapter 3

SCALING AND

TRANSLATION GROUPS

In this chapter, we consider composition groups induced by the automor-

phisms corresponding to the scaling and translation groups, and investi-

gate both their semigroup and spectral properties on the Dirichlet space

of the upper half-plane.

3.1 Self - Analytic maps on U

A function '(J is called a self-analytic 'map on 1!Jif it is analytic on 1!Jand

that '(J(1!J)C U.These are simply the automorphisms of 1!J. Recall from

section 1.1.2 that an automorphism is a biholomorphism from a set onto

itself. The set of all automorphisrns of an open set 0 ~ C is denoted by

Aut(O). Clearly Aut(O) forms a group under composition as we proof in

the following proposition;

Proposition 3.1.1

For every nonempty open set 0 in C, Aut(O) forms a group under the

19
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operation of composition of the maps.

PROOF. Clearly, Aut(D) contains the identity map and'-°hence is not

empty. The composition of homomorphisms is a homomorphism, and

the composition of bijections is a bijection. Therefore, the composition of

isomorphisms is an isomorphism, and in particular, the composition of

automorphisms is an automorphism. Hence, composition is a well de-

fined binary operation on Aut(D).

Composition of functions is always associative. The identity map is an

automorphism of D. Finally, all isomorphism has all inverse which is an

isomorphism; so the inverse of an automorphism of D exists and is an

automorphism of D. o
All self analytic maps of U (Aut(lU)) were identified and classified in [4]

into three distinct groups according to the location of their fixed points,

namely; scaling, translation and rotation groups. Specifically we give the

following theorem:

Theorem 3.1.2

Let <P: lR -+ Aut(lU); t f---7 <Pt be a nontrivial continuous group homomor-

phism. Then exactly one of the following ceses holdlj:

1. There exists k > 0, k # 1, and 9 E Aut(lU) so that <Pt(z)

g-l(ktg(z)) for all z E 1Uand t E R

2. Ttiete exists k E lR, k # 0, and 9 E Aut(lU) so that <Pt(z)

g-l(g(Z) + kt) for all z E U and t E R

3. There exists k E lR, k # 0, and a conformal mapping g of U onto

llJl such that <Pt(z) = g-l(eiktg(z)) for all z E lU and t E R Equive-

20
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lently, there exist e E lR \ 0 and h E Aut(llJ) so that:

<Pt(Z) = h-1 [h(Z)COS(Bt) - Sin(Bt)] ~.
h(z)sin(et) + cos(Bt)

See [4, Proposition 2.3] for the proof of Theorem 3.1.2 above.

REMARK 3.1.3

The assertions 1, 2 and 3 of Theorem 3.1.2 above correspond to the auto-

morphism groups: scaling, translation and rotation groups, respectively.

In this study and as noted in [4], we shall consider without loss of gener-

ality, the following special cases:

1. For the scaling group, we consider <Pt(z) = e-tz, Z E llJ.

2. For the translation group, we consider <Pt(z) = Z + t, Z E llJ.

3. For the rotation group, we consider ,<Pt(z) = eiktz, z E II}.

We begin by highlighting some properties of the maps (<ptk~o.

Proposition 3.1.4

The map (<ptk~o forms a group on llJ for cases 1 and 2. It forms a group

on II} for case 3.

PROOF. 1. For the scaling group; by definition, <Pt(z) = e-t z , for Z E

1lJ. Thus, <Po(z) = e-oz = z , This implies that <Po= I( identity).

Also <Pt+s(z) = e-(t+s)z = e-t(e-Sz) = <Pt0 <Ps(z) . Thus, (<pt)t~o) is

a sernigroup on llJ.

Similarly, we show that (<p-tk::o is also a semigroup on U. Since
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'Pt(Z) = e-tz, for all z E 1U,we have 'P-t(z) = etz for all z E 1U.

Now, 'P-o(z) = 'Po(z) = I as noted earlier and

Therefore, ('P-tk,~o is also a semigroup, and hence ('Ptk~o is a group,

as desired.

2. For the translation group; 'Pt(z) = z + t for all Z E 1U, and thus

'Po(z) = Z + 0= z. This means that 'Po = I(identity). Also,

z+(t+s)

(z+s)+t

'Pt('Ps(z))

('Pt 0 'Ps)(z)

implying that 'Pt+sC~) = (cpt 0 'Ps)(z) as desired.

On the other hand, since'P_t(z) = z - t for all Z E 1U,we have

'P-o(z) = Z - 0= z , This implies that 'Po = J(identity) and also

'P-(t+s)(z) z - (t + s)

z--t-s

= (z-s)-t

'P-t('P--s(z))

('P-t 0 'P-s)(z)
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implying that 'P-(t+s}(z) = 'P-t 0 'P-s(z)) as desired. Thus, ('P-tk:~o

is also a semigroup. Hence ('Ptk~o is a group.

3. For the rotation group; by definition 'Pt(z) = eiktz, for all Z E

JD). Therefore, 'Po(z) = eik(O}Z = eOz = z . This means that 'Po =

I(identity) as earlier indicated and

'Pt('Ps(Z))

('Pt 0 'Ps)(z)

implying that 'Pt+s(z) = 'Pt 0 'Ps(z). Thus, ('Ptk::::o is a semigroup 011

JD).

Similarly, we show that ('P-t)t~O is .also a semigroup on JD). Since,

'P-t(z) = e-iktz for all z E JD), we have 'P-o(z) = eik(-O}z = eOz = z:

This shows that 'Po = I (identity) and

'P-(t+s}(z) e'ik( -(t+s}) Z

-ikt ( -iks )e e z

. 'P-t 0 'P-s(z)

implying that 'P-(t+s} = ('P-t 0 'P-s)' Thus, ('P-t)t~O is also a semi-

group on JD) . Hence ('Pt)t~O is a group, as desired.

o
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Proposition 3.1.5

The maps ('Pt)t?o are indeed selt-mepe on 1lJfor the scaling .and translation~.
groups, while a seli-tnep on lIJ) for the rotation group.

PROOF. Recall that for z E <C,z E 1lJif Im(z) > 0 and z E lIJ) if Izl < 1

and that 'Pt is a self map on 1lJor lIJ) if 'Pt (1lJ)C 1lJor 'Pt (lIJ)) C lIJ) respectively.

Now for scaling group, 'Pt(z) = c-tz, Z E 1lJ. Then

'Pt(Z) - 'Pt(z)
2i

c-tz - c-tz
2i

e-t(z - z)
2i

e-I'Im(z) > 0

since c-t > 0 for all t > 0 and Im(z) > 0 for all Z E 1lJ.

For the translation group, 'Pt(z) = z + t, zE 1lJ. So

'Pt(Z) - ~
2i

z + t - (z + t)
2i

z-z .
~ = Im(z) > 0, as desired.

For the rotation group, 'Pt(z) = eiktz, z E lIJ). Then, we have for z E lIJ)

Izl < 1, as desired.
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o
Proposition 3.1.6

'-.
(cptk:o are seli-enelyiic maps on lU for the scaling and translation groups

wtule self~a11alytic map 011 !Dl for the rotation group.

PROOF. Following proposition 3.1.5, it remains to show that 'Pt are ana-

lytic maps.

Analytic maps of the disk !Dl are of the form

() a(z - b)
ip z =

1- bz

where a and b are constants with lal = 1 and Ibl :S 1, while analytic maps

of the upper half plane are of the form

cp(z) = az + b
ez + d

where a, b, c, d E IR with ad - be > O.

1. For the scaling group, 'Pt(.7.) = e-tz, for z E lU. Clearly, a = e-t,

b = c = 0 and d = 1. So, ad - be = e-t > 0 for all t E IR and

therefore CPt is analytic on 1U

2. For the translation group, <Pt(z) = z + t, for Z E 1U. Clearly, a = 1,

b = t, e = 0 and d = 1. So, ad - be= 1 > 0 and hence <Pt is analytic

on 1U.

3. For the rotation group, <Pt(z) = eiktz, k -=1= 0, for all z E]D). Clearly,

a = e'ikt, b = 0, and so [c] = 1 and Ibl = 0 :S 1 and therefore,

<Pt(z) = eikt z is analytic on !Dl
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This completes the proof. 0

3.2 Groups of weighted composition oper-

ators

Recall that for t E JR, consider analytic self-maps CPt : 1U --+ 1U. The

semigroups of composition operators induced by (cptk~o are defined by

C<pJ = f 0 CPt for all f E H(1U).

The corresponding sernigroups of weighted composition operators Tt =

S<Ptinduced by <Pt are defined on H(1U) by

Td(z) := S<pJ(z) = (cp~(Z))I(J 0 !.pt)(Z) ,

where I is an appropriately chosen weight and for all f E H(1U).

Proposition 3.2.1

(Ttk~o is a group on H(1U) for the scaling and translation groups, while

it is a group on H(j[))) for the rotation group.

PROOF. 1. Scaling group: We need to show that a family (Ttk~o is

a semigroup on H(1U). Since for this group, CPt(z) = e-t(z) for all

z E 1U, the. induced composition operators on H(1U) are given by

Td(z) = e-h f(e-tz). Thus,Tof(z) = eO f(eOz) = f(z) implying
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that To = J( the identity operator Oll 1£(1U)). Also,

Tt(Ts/(z))

e-t-r (Tsf (e-t z))

e-t'.e-s, f(e-se-tz)

e-(t+.sh f(e-(t+s) z)

Therefore, Tt 0 T, = THs and hence (Ttk~o is a semigroup.

It remains to show that (T-tk,~o is also a semigroup on H(1U). In-

deed, T-o = To = J as earlier claimed. Now

r.,(T-sf(z))

et/(T_sf(etz))

'et/eo, f(eteSz)

e(t+sh f( et+s z)

implying that T_t 0 T-sf(z) = T_(t+o)/(z). Thus, (T_t)t"2o is also

a semigroup. Therefore (Tt)tEIR is a group of weighted composition

operators on H (1U).

2. Translation group: For this group, CPt(z) = z + t for all z E 1Uand

the induced composition operators on 1£(1U) are given by Ttf(z) =

f(z + t)), Thus, ToJ(z) = J(z + 0) = J(z) implying that To = I.
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Also,

Tt(TsJ(z)) = (Tsf)(z +~t)

J(z+t+s)

J(z+(t+s))

TsHJ(z).

Therefore, Tt+sf(z) = (Tt 0 T,;)f(z) as desired. Hence (Tt)t;::-o is a

semigroup on H(lU).

Similarly, we show that (T_t)t;::-o is also a semigroup. Since, Td(z) =

J(z + t) then T-d(z) = f(z - t). Thus, T-of(z) = J(z - 0) = J(z)

implying that T-o = I( the identity operator). Also,

(T_t 0 T-s)J(z) = T_t(T_J(z)) = T_J(z - t)

J(z-t-s)

= J(z-(t+s))

T_(t+sJf(z).

Thus, clearly T_(t+sJf(z) = (T_t 0 T-s)J(z). Hence, (T_t)t;::-o is also

a semigroup as well.

Therefore, (Tt)tEIR is a group of weighted composition operator on

H (U).

3. Rotation group: For this group, we consider the group of weighted

composition operators defined on H(j[J)) given by

Td(z) = eict J(eiktz), for c, k E lR and k =1= o.
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Thus, Tof(z) = eOf(eOz) = f(z) implying that To = I, and for all

t, s 2:: 0 we have: '-.

Tt(Tsf(z)) = It (eiCSf(eiksz))

e=r; (J (e'iksz))

Thus, T; 0 T; = Tt+s for all t, s 2:: 0 as desired. Therefore (Tt)t>o is

a semigroup on H(lDJ).

On the other hand, it remains to show that (T-t)t20 is also a semi-

group on H(lDJ). Indeed, T-of(z) = To = I as above and

T_t(T-sf(z)) = T_t(e-ics f(e-iksz))

e-ic~ (T_t(J( e-iks z)))

e-ics e-ict f( e-iks e-ikt z)

I

T-(t+s)f(z), as desired,

Therefore, T_toT_s = T_(t+o) and hence (T_t)t20 is a semigroup. Thus,

(Tt)tEIR is a group on H(lDJ) , as desired. 0

From now, we restrict our attention to the Dirichlet space of the upper

half-plane 'Do(1U) and studythe properties of the group Tt : 'Do(1U) -+

'Do(1U). We begin by investigating the strong continuity of (Ttk~o.
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Theorem 3.2.2

Let 'Pt E Aut(lU) and T; = ('P~)-Y (f 0 'Pt) be the induced grQJfP of weighted

composition operators on 'Do:(U). Then (Ttk~o is strongly continuous.

PROOF. Recall that IITdll~o:(u) = ITd(i)12 + flU I(Td - J)'(w)12 df-to:(w).

To prove strong continuity of (Ttk~o, it suffices to show that:

lirnt.-to+ IITd - fllvQ(lU) = 0 for all f E'Do:(lU),

i.e I(Td - J)(i)12 + J~I(Td - J)'(w)12 df-to:(w) -t 0 as t -t 0+.

This is equivalent to showing that:

I(Td - J)(i)12 -t 0 as t -t 0+ and

J~I(Td - J)'(wW -t 0 as t -t 0+.

But it is clear that

I(Td - J)(i)1 -t I(Tof - J)(i)1 = 0 as t -t 0+.

Now, to prove that limHO+ flU I(Td - J)'(w)12 df-to:(w) = 0 , let f E'Do:(lU)

and suppose that tn -t 0 in R Let t; = Ttnf. Then j~,(Z) -t f(z) for

each Z E U as n -t 00 and due to analyticity of each fn for every n,

f~ -t f' for each n. Let 9n(z) := 2(1f'12+ If~12) - If' - f~12, then 9n ;:::0

and 9n(z) -t 221f'(z)j2 on 'Do:(lU) as n -t 00.
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By Fatou's lemma, we have

'-.

llim inf .9ndJ.la (z)

< liminf19ndJ.la(.?:)

lim inf j~(2(1f'12+ Ij~12) - If' - f~12)dJ.la(z)

2ilf'12dJ.la + 2ilf'12dJ.la - limsup ilf' - f~ldJ.la(z)
v v n V

22 r 1f'(zWdJ.la -limsup r If' - f~ldf..La(z).Ju n Jv

Thus,O::; -lim sUPn J~If' - f:,12dJ.lo: ::; O. This implies that lim sup., Iv If'-

f:tI2d,LLa(Z) = O. Hence limn J~If'- f:tI2dJ.la(z) = 0, that is, limn Iv I(Ttj-

f)'12dJ.J,a = O.

Therefore,

Thus, (It)t~o is strongly continuous, as desired. o

3.3 Scaling group

Here, the self analytic maps on U are of the form 'Pt(z) = e+s. Z E llJ. By

Proposition 3.l.4, (<ptk~o forms a group 011 llJ.

The corresponding groups of weighted composition operators on 1)a(llJ)

are therefore defined by equation (3.1) as;

(3.1)
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for all f E 'Da(lU) , where "( = a;2. By Theorem 3.2.2, this group is

strongly continuous and we now find its infinitesimal generator r by giving~.
the following theorem,

Theorem 3.3.1

Let (Ttk::o be the group of weighted composition operators given byequa-

tion (3.1). The infinitesimal generator r of (Tt)t~o is given by rJ(z) =

-"(J(z) - z1'(z) with domain dom(r) = {J E 'Da(lU) : z1'(z) E'Du(lU)}.

PROOF. For J E 'Da(lU)), we have by definition;

rJ(z) 1
. e-'Yt J(e-tz) - J(z)
1m -------'-

t-4O+ t
f)
f)t (e-'Yt/(e-tz))lt=o

_,,(e-'Yt J(e-tz) + e-']t 1'(e-tz)( -e-tz)lt=o

_,,(e--yt J(e-tz) - ze--yte-t 1'(e-tz)lt=o

-"(J(z) - z1'(z).

Therefore, 'D(r) c {J E 'Da(lU) : zJ/(z) E'Da(lU)}.

Conversely, let J E 'Da (lU) be such that z]' (z) E 'Da (lU). Then for z E U,

by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, we have

tf)
Td(z) - J(z) = Jo f)s (e--Ys J(<Ps(z))ds

It -e--ys<p~(z)i(<p~(z))) - ,,(e--YsJ(<p~(z))ds

it e-'Y8 (-<Ps(z)1'(cps(z)) - "(J(CPs(z))ds)

t TsF(z)ds, where, F(z) = -"(J(z) - z1'(z)
Jo .
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Th 1· Tt(f)-J li 1 rtTFd d . . f'(T)US, nnt.--+O+ -t- = nnt--+O+ t Jo s s an strong continuity 0 8 8:;::0

implies that t J~IITsF - Fllds ----+ 0 as t ----+ 0+. Thus

o
In the next theorem, we show that this group fails to be an isometry on

Theorem 3.3.2

The group (Tt)tEIR given by equation (3.1) is not an isometry on VCt(1IJ).

PROOF. By norm definition,

We have from equation (3.1), Td(w) = e-t7 f(e-t,w) and therefore (Td),(w) =

e-t1e-t f'(e-tw). Thus, I(Td)'(w)i2 = e-2he-2tlf'(e-tw)i2 and ITd(i)12 =

e-2t1If(e-ti)j2.

By change of variables: Let z = e=«. Then w = e:z and dA(z) =
le-tI

2dA(w) implying that dA(w) = e2tdA(z) and dfLCt(W) = (Im(w))CtdA(w) =
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ITt!(i)12 + 11(Tt!)/(W)I~Jtu(W)

e-2t'lf( e-t( i)W +1e-2f')' .e-2t If' (e-tw W .eat .e2td/La(z)

e-2t, If ( e-t (i)W + j~e-2f')' .e-2t If' (e-tw) 12eat.e2td/La (z)

e-2f')'lf(e-t(i))12 + j~e-2t'eQtlf'(e-twWd/La(z)

e-2t, (If(e-t(i))12 + eQtllf'(e-tw)12d/La(Z))

~.

But,

meaning the Right Hand Side of equation (3.2) is not equal to the norm

IITt!II~Q(IlJ)' This implies that the weighted composition group induced

by the scaling group is Hot all isometry 011 'DQ(lIJ). 0

REMARK 3.3.3

The fact that the induced group of composition operators (Tt)t:2':o fails to

be an isometry on 'DQ (1IJ) complicates the spectral analysis of the group

(Tt)t:2':o, This is because the theory of spectra of semigroups of linear oper-

ators are easily applied when we can identify exactly what the spectrum

of (Tt)t:2':o is. For the case when (Tt)t:2':o is an isometry, then Theorem

2.0.3 readily gives the spectrum of (Tt)t:2':o and together with the spectral

mapping theorems as well as Hille- Yosida theorem, a complete spectral

analysis of the infinitesimal generator as well as the resulting resolvents

can be easily carried out. For this composition group therefore, we shall

only determine the point spectrum of the infinitesimal generator r on
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Va(1U), but first we state the following two lemmas;

Lemma 3.3.4 ~.
f E Va(1U) if and only if f' E L~(1U,/La}·

PROOF. By definition, f E Va(1U) if and only if

But again by definition of L~C[J, /La), i' E L~(1U,/La) if and only if

This means that f E Va(1U) if and only if f E L~(1U,/La), as desired. 0

Lemma 3.3.5

Let X denote one of the spaces HP(1U) or ~(1U, /La), 1 :::; p < 00 and

a > -1 (a = -1 if X = HP(1U)) and let 1 = (a + 2)/p. If c E lR and

>., II E C, then;

1. f(w) = (w-C)A(W+i)1I EX if and only ifRe(A+II) < -1 < Re(A).

In particular: (w - C)A rt X for any AE C and (w + i)1I E X if and

only if Re(lI) < -1.

2. f(w) = e" /wc E X if and only if l/p < c < 1. In particular,

e" /wc rt HP(1U) for any c E R

For proof see [4, Lemma 3.2].

We now determine the point spectrum of the infinitesimal generator r as

we give in the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.3.6

Let I' be the infinitesimal generator of the group (Ttk,:,:o given by equation~.
(3.1). Then the point spectrum ofT is empty, that is, op(r) = 0.

PROOF. Let A E op(r). Then there exist 0 i= f E V",(llJ) such that

rf = X]: This implies that -'"'(J(z) - zJ'(z) = /\f(z) which simplifies to

r;Zl = -('"'(+ A)~. Integrating both sides with respect to z yields

In f = - ('"'(+ /\)In z + C1,

which is equivalent to

J(z) = Cz-(-Y+'\), where C is a constant.

It remains to determine for which Xs is f E Va(llJ) given that f(z) =

Cz-(-Y+'\) .

Now using Lemma 3.3.4, f E V",(llJ) if and only if l' E L~(llJ, J.l0l)' By

differentiation, 1'(z) = -C('"'( + A)Z-(-Y+.A+l) Now, by Lemma 3.3.5, l' E

L~(llJ, J.l0l) if and only if Re (-('"'( + A + 1)) < -'"'( < Re (-('"'( + A + 1))

which is impossible and therefore no such A E <Cexists. Thus, op(f) = 0.

o

3.4 Translation group

For this group, we consider the self analytic maps on llJ of the form

4?t(z) = z + t, z E llJ with, the corresponding group of weighted com-
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position operators defined on Va(lU) given by;

Ttf(z) = J(z + t), for all J E Vc;(lU). (3.3)

This group is strongly continuous by Theorem 3.2.2 and we now determine

its infinitesimal generator r by giving the following t.heorem:

Theorem 3.4.1

Let r be the infinitesimal generator of the group (Ttk::o given by equation

(3.3) on Vo(llJ). Then rJ(z) = 1'(z) with domain dom(f) = {J E Vo(lU) : f' E '00 (1lJ)}.

PROOF. If J E domfl"), then by definition

fJ(z) lim ((<p~(z)rrJ(<pt(z)) - J(7:))
t ....•O+ t

:t (f (z + t)) It=O

= 1'(z).

Thus, dointI") c {J E Va(lU) : 1'(z) E Va(llJ)}·

Conversely, if J E V(~(lU) is such that l' E '00 (lU), then for z E lU, we

have,

Ttf-J
t

11t a- -;- (TsJ) ds
t 0 as
1 j't a- - J(z + s)ds
t 0 as111.- 1'(z + s)ds
t 011t- TsF(z)ds, where F{z) = 1'(z).
t 0

Thus, IITt~-f - I'll ::;* J~IITsf' - I'llds -+ 0 8.'5 t -+ 0 by strong conti-
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unity. Hence, dam (f) 2 {f E Va(U) : f' E V,,(U)}. o
In the next theorem we show that this group fails to be an isometry on'-.

Theorem 3.4.2

The group (Ttk:~o given by equation (3.3) is not an isometry on Va(U).

PROOF. From the norm definition,

But from equation (3.3), Ttf(w) = !(w + t). Therefore, the part ITtf(i)12

becomes Ttf('i) = !(-i+t) and ITtf(i)12 = I!O + t)12. Therefore, (Ttf)'(w) =
1'(w + t) and also I(Ttf)'(w)12 = 11'(w + t)12

Now, for the part Jv I (Ttf)'(w)l2dJ.lQ'(w) , we shall have,

By change of variables; let z = w+t. Then '111= z -t and dA(z) = dA(w).

Therefore, df.la(w) = (Im(z))adA(z) summing them up in IITdll~Q'(I[)=
ITtf(i)12 + JI[) I (Ttf)'(w)l2df.la(w) , we have..

IITdll~a(V) = If(i + tW + j~If'(w + t)12 (Im(z))Q'dA(z)

= I!(i + tW + j~11'('111+ t)12 dJ.lo:(z)

= I!(i + t)12 +1I1'(z)12dJ.la(z)

If 0 + tW + iulf'(z)12 dJ.la(z)

which is not an isometry since I!(i + t)12 + J~11'(z)12dJ.la(z) i= II!II~Q(U)'
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o
Next, we determine the point spectrum of the infinitesimal generator I'~.
by giving the following theorem,

Theorem 3.4.3

Let I' be the infinitesimal generator of the group (Ttk,:o on 'Da(lU) given

by equation (3.3). Then O"p(f) = 0.

PROOF. Let A E C be such that A E O"p(r). Then Y] = /\f for some

o f. f E 'Da(lU), which is equivalent to the differential equation;

f'(z) AJ(Z) for all z E lU. (3.4)

By solving equation (3.4), we obtain;

dJ = Adz {::} InJ = AZ + C1J

It remains to check for which X s is J E 'Da(lU).

Recall that J E 'Da(lU) if and only if f' E L~(lU, /-la). Now, f'(z) = ACeAZ.

Using Lemma 3.3.G, it follows that f'(z) = ACe'\z E L;(lU, /-la) if arid only

if ~ < 0 < a~2 which is impossible and therefore no such A E C exists.

Hence O"p(f) = 0, as claimed. o
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ROTATION GROUP

For the rotation group, the self-analytic maps are given by tpt(z) = eiktz

for z E ID>and we consider the induced groups of weighted composition

operators on 'Do:(lD» of the form

S<pJ(z) (4.1)

for all f E 'Do:(lD» and c, k E lR and k i= O.

Let fe,k be the generator of the group (S<pt)tEIR. Then as remarked in [7],

to analyze the group (S<pt)tEIR, it is sufficient to consider the case when

c = 0 and k = 1 since the properties are related in the following ways;

Theorem 4.0.1

Let (S<pJtEIR be a group of weighted composition operators defined on

'Do:(lD» by S<pJ(z) = eiet f(eiktz) and let fe,k be its infinitesimal generator.

Then;

2. S<Pt = C<Pt for c = 0, k = 1.
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3. rc,k = ic + kra,l with the domain dom(rc,k) = dom(ra,l) = {f E

'-.

5. A E a-(r 0,1) if and only if ic + kA E u(r c,d and

PROOF. 1. A change of variables argument will yield;

ISepJ(OW + II(Sept!)' (zW dmo(z)

leict f(oW +ir: J' (eiktz) 12 dmo(z)

If(OW + llf'(eiktzW dmo(z)

If(OW + j~1.('(wW dmo(w) = Ilf Iitu (H»,

as desired.

2. From definition, ScpJ(z) = eict f(eiktz). Taking c = 0 and k = 1, we

get

3. For this case, by the definition of the iufinitesiinal generator.

icf(z) + ikzJ'(z).
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Now if c = 0, k = 1, then fo,d(z) = 'izf'(z). This implies that

rc,kf(z) i(cf(z) + kzf'(z))

= icf(z) + kfo,d(z), as claimed.

Now, we obtain the domain of f c.k- First it is clear that dom(f e,k) C

{f E Va(lD) : zf' E ·Va(lD))}. But zf' E Va(ID)) implies that zf' E

ran(Mz) and therefore f' E Va (lD». Thus {f E Va(JD» : zf' E

Va(J.D>)} = {f E Va(ID» : f' E Va(lD>)}.

Conversely iff E Vn(lD» is such that z]' E X, then F(z) = 'i(cf(z)+

zf'(z)) E Va(lD», and for all t > 0

1'tf(z) - .1(.-.:)
t

1lt= - 8s(Tsf(z))ds
t ()

= ~ (eiCS (icf(eiksz) + ikzf'(eiksz)) ds
t Jo1lt '= - TsF(z)ds, where F(z) = (icf(z) + ikzf'(z)),
t °

Again: strong continuity of (Ts)s~() implies that \I t J; TsF - FII -> 0

ru; t --r 0+, Thus, dom(fc,k) = {f E Va(lD» : f' E Va(lD>)} ,

4. Now, let>. E p(fo,d, then

1
= (ic + k>' - (ic + kf O,I))'kR()., fO,I)

k
= k(>' - fU,I)R(>., fU,I) = 1
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and if f E dom(f c,k), then

R()", fo,d(ic + k)" - fc,k)!
1 '~
kR()", fo,d(ic + k). - (ic + kfo,l))!

k
k().. - fo,dR()", fo,d().. - fO,I)! = f.

Conversely, if f-l E p(f c,k), let f-l = ic + k); so that )..= =. Then

(
f-l - iC) .k -k- - fO,1 R(f-l, fc,k) = (f-l- zc - kfo,I)R(f-l, fc,d

(f-l - (ic + kfo,l))R(f-l, fc,k) = ()..- fc,k)kR(f-l, fc,k) = 1.

5. If! E dom(fo,l)' then by definition,

R(f-l, fc,k)(f-l - ic - kfo,l)f

R(p, fc,k)(f-l- fc,k)! = !

Thus, <7(fc,k) = {ic + k); : ).. E <7(fO,l)}, <7P(fc,k) = {ic + k)" : ).. E

<7p(fo,d} and for all ).. E P(fO,l), R(ic + k)", fc,k) = iR()", fO,l), as

desired.

o
Because of Theorem 4.0.1 above, we shall therefore restrict our attention

to the group C<pJ (z) = f( eit z) for all f EVa: (II))) whose infinitesimal

generator is I'0,1, and using similarity theory of semigroups, we carry

out a complete analysis of both the semigroup and spectral properties of

(C<ptk:~o.
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for all t 2: 0, Z E ]])) and f E 'Do:(]]))) , and where <t?t(z) = e·itz. Then we

have the following proposition;

Proposition 4.0.2

Let C<Pt: 'Do:(]]))) -+ 'Do:(]]))) be given by C<p./(z) = f(eitz). Then Crt :=

<t?~C<p,is a group of composition operators on L~(D, mo:).

PROOF. First, we prove that f E 'Do:(]]))) if and only if f' E L~(]])), ma)·

Indeed by definition;

f E'Do:(]]))) {:} i 1f'(zWdma(z) < 00

{:} J' E L;(]])), mo:).

Now, let f E 'Do:(]]))). Then C<p./ = f 0 <t?tand so;

(f 0 <t?t)'

'fi~!' ('fit)

'fi~!' 0 <t?tE L;(]])), ma)

since f E 'Da(]]))) if and only if f' E L~(J[~, mo:).

Next, we need to show that the family (Crt k::o defines a group of weighted

composition operators on L~(]])), mo:). Since 'fit(z) = e·itz, for z E ]])),it
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follows that for all f E L~(][)l,ma),

cpU 0 (cpt)

ed f(e-itz)

Now, CTOJ(z) = eOJ(eOz) = J(z) and therefore CTO
operator on L~(][)l,moJ For t, s 2: 0, we have;

I, the identity

CTt(CT./(Z))

cp~C'Pt(CTsJ)

which on further simplification yields

cp~cp~C'Pt(C'P./(z))

eit e-c; (f (CPs (z)))

ei(t+s) J(cpAcpt(z)))

ei(t+s) J (CPs (eit z))

'i(t+s)J( 'is it ) _ 'i(Hs)J( 'i(t+s) )e e e z -e e z

Thus, CTt 0 CTs = CTs+t' as desired. Hence, (CTf)t~O is a semigroup all

L~(][)l,ma).

On the other hand, it can be shown similarly that (C
Lf

)t~O is also a

semigroup on L~(][)l,mo:). Hence (CTJt~O is a group on L~(][)l,ma). 0
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Now, we define a mapping U : 1)('((]]J)) ~ L~ (]]J)) by U f = f'. Theu we

give the following proposition;

Proposition 4.0.3

Let U : 1)C\' (]]J)) ~ L~ (]]J)) be given by U f = f'. Then U is an isometry

upto an additive constant.

PROOF. Using the semi-norm II· Ilva(lIJJ)on 1)C\'(]]J)), we have

IIUfllh(lIJJ) 11J'llh(lIJJ)11f'(z)12dmu(z)

IIfl11 'IIJJ),as desired.n,l\

o
Proposition 4.0.4

Let U : 1)a(]]J)) ~ L~(]]J)) be given by U f = f'. Then U is unitary i.e

U*U = UU* = I.

PROOF. Note that U : 1)C\'(]]J)) ~ L~(]]J)) is an isometry by Proposition

4.0.3. Now U-1 : L~(]]J))~ 1)C\'(]]J)) is given by U-1 f = J fdz for every

f E L~(]]J)). Let f E L~(]]J)), then:

IIU-1 fll~Q(IIJJ) 11(U-1 j)'(z)ldmC\'(z)

1If(zWdmC\'(z)

= IIflli~(IIJJ)·

Therefore U-1 is an isometry as well. Since 1)C\'(]]J)) and L~(]]J))are Hilbert

spaces with respect to their respective norms, it follows immediately that
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U is unitary. 0

We can therefore summarize the actions of the mappings'!!, U-I and CTt

as we give below;

It is therefore apparent from equation (4.2) that Ccpr U-1CTtU and

since U is unitary, we conclude that CTt = UCeptU-l.

Theorem 4.0.5

Let Cept : Da(lD») -+ Do(I[») be given by C<pJ(z) = f(e"itz) , and CTt

L~(IlJ>,ma) -+ L~(IlJ>,rnoJ by CTt ;= 'P'CCPt' Then CCPt and CTt are similar.

PROOF. It is clear from Proposition 4.0.2 that the mapping U : Do(llJ» -+

L~(rnClJ given by U f = f' for all f E Da(llJ» is au isomorphism. Since

Do(lD») and L~(IlJ>, ma) are Hilbert spaces, ,it follows that U is unitary, see

Proposition 4.0.4.

Now, let 9 E L~(IlJ>, rnoJ, then f := U-1g E 'Da(llJ» and

UCepJ

U(J 0 'Pt)

(J 0 'Pd
'f''Pt 0 'Pt
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Therefore, (C'Pt k::o and (CTt k::o are similar semigroups. 0

Before we state the main result of this chapter, recall that-following [4],

the multiplication operator Mz given by MzJ(z) := zJ(z) is bounded

and bounded below on each of the spaces X(]jJ)) = HP(]jJ)) or L{(]jJ), ma:),

1 ::; p < 00 and 0' > -1, with Tan(Mz) = {f E X(]jJ)) : J(O) = O} . The

left inverse of M, is the operator QJ(z) := f(z)~f(O). For every mEN,

X(]jJ)) = Tan(M;') EB spanj z" : n E Z+, n < m}, and Pm = M;"Qm is the

projection of X(]jJ)) onto Tan(M;') with kernel span {zn : n E Z+, n < m}.

Theorem 4.0.6

Let X(]jJ)) denote one of the spaces HP(]jJ)) or L~(]jJ), ma:), 1 ::; p < 00 and

(Tt)t>o be given by TtJ(z) = eictJ(eiktz) for all J E L~(]jJ), ma:) and r be

its infinitesimal generator. Then;

R(A, r)h(z) = Z-(c+oXi) 1% wc+oX
.i-1h(w)dw

.zTrl 11tTrl+c,Vi-1Qmh(tz)dt (4.3)

1. rJ(z) = i(cJ(z) +z!,(z)) with domain dom(r) = {f E X(]jJ)): l' E

X(]jJ))}.

2. dr, X) = D"p(r,X) = {i(n + c) : n E Z+} and for each n > 0,

ker (i(n + c) - r) = span(zl1).

3. If A E p(r), then ran(M;n) is R(A, I') -invariant for every m EZ+

such that m + c > Im(A). Intact, if hE ran(M;'),then

For proof see [4, Theorem 5.1].

In addition, we also give the following Lemma
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Lemma 4.0.7

1. Theinfinitesimalgeneratorof(Crtk~.o C L~(JDl,mo.)i?given byff =

i (J(z) + zf'(z)) with domain dom(f) = {f E L;(JDl) :'-1' E L;(JDl,ma)}.

2. O'(f,L~(JDl,ma)) = O'p(f,L~(JDl,ma)) = {i(n+ 1): n E Z+} and for

each n 2': 0, ker (i(n + 1) - I') = span(zn).

3. If A E p(r), then ran(M;') is R(A, I') - invariant for every mE Z+

such that m + 1> Im(A). lniect, if h « ran(M;n), then

4. R(A, I") is compact on L~(JDl,ma).

PROOF. Take note that CrJ(z) = eitf(eitz) for all f E L~(JDl,ma). The

result follows at once from Theorem 4.0.6 above by taking c = k = 1 and

p=2 o
The main result of this chapter which characterizes the properties of the

group (C'Ptk~o on Va(JDl) is the following.

Theorem 4.0.8

Let C<Pt: V,,(JDl) -t Va(JDl) and 6. be its iniinitesime! generator. Then the

following hold:

1. 6.h(z) = izh'(z) with dom(6.) = {h E Va(JDl) : h' E dom(f)}

2. O'p(6.) = 0'(6.) = {i(n + 1) : n E Z+}, and for each n 2': 0, ker (i(n + 1) - f) =

span(zn)
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3. If'>' E p(6.), then 'ran(M;') is R('>', f)-invariant for every m E Z+

such that m + 1 > Im('>'). Infact, if hE ran(M!"), ~then~ '-.

i ( 1 lz

)R('>', 6.)h(z) =:>: -h(z) + ZAi 0 WAih'(w)dw

4, R(.>.,6.) is compact on'Da(ID))

5, 0' (R('>', 6.)) = O'p (R('>', 6.)) = {w E C : Iw - 2~eA I = 2~e.J

Moreover,
1

r (R(.>., 6.)) = I\R('>', 6.)11 = IRe('>')1

PROOF, Since CTt = UC<PtU-I, it follows that;

C<Pt = U-ICTtU. Using the similarity theory of semigroups, it follows

that if F is the generator of the group (CTtk:~o and 6. is the generator

of the group (C<pJt~O, then 6. = U-IfU with the domain dom(6.)

U-1dom(r).

Now, let f' E L~(j[))). Then J E dom(f) and h := U-1 J belongs to

dom(6.) with f = Uh. Then;

L (h(z)) U-IfUh(~)

U-If J(z)

U-1 (i(f(z) + zf'(z)))

= i (U-1f(z) + U-1(z!,(z)))
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Since U is the differential operator, it follows that U-1 is the integral

operator. Now, U-l J(z) = h(z) while U-1(zJ'(z)) = f zj'(z)dz whose

solution by the application of integration by parts yields zh/(z) - h(z).

Therefore,

6 (h(z)) = i (U-1J(z) + U-l(z!,(z)))

i (h(z) + zh'(z) - h(z))

= izh'(:Z)

as desired. Moreover,

domtzx) = U-1dom(r) = {U-1J: J E dom(r)}

Now, h « dom(6) {::::}Uh E dom(r) {::::}h' E domfl"), and thus;

dom(6) = {h E 'Du(I!}) : h' E domtf'j]

This proves assertion (1).

To prove assertion 3, we recall that by the similarity of the corresponding

sernigroups, we have that if A E p(6), and since p(6) = p(r), then for

mE Z+, m + 1 > Im(A), and if hE ran(M;l), then by Lemma 4.0.7

R(A,6)h(z) U-1R(A, r)Uh(z)

u' R(A, r)h'(z)

U-1 (z-(l+,\i) lz
w,\ih'(W)dW)

}' (z-(l+'\'i) lz
W'\'ihl(W)dW) dz
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By integration by parts; Let 'U = J~z'W)"ih'('W)d'W and dv = Z-(1+)..i). Then

du = z>-.ih'(z)dz and v = ~;ii.Therefore;

R(>..,6.)h(z)

The Compactness of the resolvent R(>", 6.) follows from. the compactness

of the resolvent R(>", f) ( See Lemma 4.0.7, assertion 4 ) since the relation

U-1 R(>", r)U preserves compactness which proves (4).

For assertion (5), the spectral mapping theorem and the assertion 2 of

this theorem imply that for all J.L E p(6.),

cr(R(>..,6.)) = {>.. ~ z : z E cr(6.)} U {O}

{>.. + 2(~ + n)i : n E Z+ } U {O}

= {W E C : Jw - 2R~(>") J = 2R~(/\)}

which is a circle centred at (2R!(>.), 0) with radius 2R!()")'

The equality cr(R(>", 6.)) = crp(R(>", 6.)) follows from the compactness of

R(>",6.) given by assertion (4) above and Theorem 2.0.5. From the spec-

trum, it is clear that the spectral radius of the resolvent is T(R(>.., 6.)) =

Re~)..)" Finally, the boundedness of the spectral radius r(R(>", 6.)) by the

norm IIR(>..,6.)11 as well as the Hille-Yosida theorem immediately yield

-itu», 6.)) = Re()..) I ::; IIR(>.., 6.)11 ::; Re()")I" This completes the proof. 0
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND

RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Summary

We considered groups of composition operators corresponding to the three

groups of autornorphisms (scaling, translation and rotation), investigated

their semigroup as well as their spectral properties on the Dirichlet space

of the upper half-plane. More specifically, we considered the self-analytic

maps (<ptk~o of the groups and proved that they form a group and are

indeed self-maps on "Da:(1U) for scaling and translation and a self-map

on "Da:(IDJ) for rotation group. We then proved that the induced groups

of composition operators are strongly continuous and their infinitesimal

generator r and domain exists (Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.4.1). The

fact that the induced group of composition operators (Ttk~o fails to be an

isometry on Vo-(1U) complicates the spectral analysis of the group (Ttk::o.

This is because the theory of spectra of semigroups of linear operators

are easily applied when we can identify exactly what the spectrum of
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(Ttk~o is. Using Lemmas 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, we established that the point

spectrum for the groups is empty. For the rotation group, we consid-
'-.

ered the groups of weighted composition operators on 'D",(lI»)of the form

S<pJ(t) = eictf(eikt) for all f E'D",(lI»). While analyzing the group, we

employed the theory of similarity of semigroups in carrying out complete

analysis of both the semigroup and spectral properties of C<Pt. We estab-

lished that the group is an isometry (Proposition 4.0.3) and by Theorem

4.0.8, we characterized the properties of the group (C<pt )t;:::o which formed

our main results of the chapter. For instance, we have proved that the

point spectrum of the generator of the group (S<pt k~ocoincides with its

spectrum (Theorem 4.0.8) and that the resulting resolvent operator is

compact.

Moreover, the spectrum and the point spectrum for the resolvents coin-

cide and are circles of radius 2~(.>') centred at (2R!(.>')' 0). The norm as

well as the spectral radius of resolvent which is an integral operator also

coincide.

5.2 Recommendation

Following the results of the study, we recommend the following open areas

for further research:

1. From this thesis, the spectral picture for the groups of weighted

composition operators on 'D",(lU) is not complete for the scaling

and translation groups. This was due to the lack of the property

of isometry in the spaces. A different approach can be used to
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complete the spectral analysis of these groups 011 Va(lIJ) as well as

their corresponding resolvents. ~.
2. In this study, we considered the Dirichlet spaces of the upper half

plane for which the value of p = 2 which in turn are just but Hilbert

spaces. The more general Dirichlet spaces of the upper half plane

for which p =f. 2 together with composition operators defined on

them still remain open for investigation.

3. The properties of the Dirichlet spaces of the upper half-plane are

not well established in literature. For instance, the reproducing

kernel for Va(lIJ) is not known. Even the concept of the Dirichlet

projections which map onto the analytic spaces and playa critical

role in the theory of reproducing kernels is not well established in

literature. These would be very vital in the study of the duality

properties of Dirichlet spaces which is an area that has not been

explored. It would be interesting to investigate these aspects of the

Dirichlet space.
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